
Any size, any finish, even in-
frame, five-piece and raised
and fielded panel doors are
made from one piece of MDF.
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- but your way
doors

Have you ever wished there was a way to break away from the current doors

on offer and create something different for your customer - something he

can’t get elsewhere? Then The Cupboard Door Company is a name you’ll

want to note.

The Cupboard Door Company makes MDF doors to order and the company’s

speciality is one-piece construction. Raised and fielded panel doors and drawer fronts,

Shaker-framed doors, inset frame systems - they’re all made from one piece of MDF

and supplied primed, in the raw or top-coated in more or less any colour you choose.

Through substantial investment in CNC technology and some pretty clever adaptation

of manufacturing techniques, even traditional five-piece doors and in-frame doors

(complete with frame) are made from one solid piece - which means as well as

customising the design to suit your customer,  you can specify any size and any style.

If your customer’s chosen kitchen is in a painted style, you can be sure every door will

be perfectly square for a perfect fit every time and there will be no movement or

cracking of the finished door. 

Says director, Craig Warren, “Our ingenious bespoke manufacturing processes

allow us to be totally responsive to your requirements. Everything is made-to-order in

the highest quality high impact, moisture-resistant MDF and can be delivered raw,

primed or painted according to your specification. No joints, one piece, no cracking...

This is what sets our product apart from others.“

To find out how The Cupboard Door Company could help set your product apart,

email sales@cupboarddoor.co.uk or call 01323 899944.
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